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HOMOLOGY OF TERNARY ALGEBRAS YIELDING
INVARIANTS OF KNOTS AND KNOTTED SURFACES
MACIEJ NIEBRZYDOWSKI
Abstract. We define homology of ternary algebras satisfying axioms derived
from particle scattering or, equivalently, from the third Reidemeister move.
We show that ternary quasigroups satisfying these axioms appear naturally in
invariants of Reidemeister, Yoshikawa, and Roseman moves. For such ternary
quasigroups our homology has a degenerate subcomplex. The normalized ho-
mology yields invariants of knots and knotted surfaces.
1. Introduction
The fundamental group of the complement of a knotK in R3 is often considered
either via the Wirtinger relations (of the form xi = x
−1
k xjxk) or with the Dehn
presentation. The binary operations in structures called racks and quandles ([12,
17]), and their usefulness in knot theory, arise from generalizing the conjugation in
the Wirtinger relations. Rack and quandle (co)homology has been closely studied
in recent years, see for example [13, 7, 6, 26]. The cocycle invariants obtained
from such (co)homology theories proved to be very useful. Some problems to
which they were applied are: the tangle embedding problem [1], showing non-
invertibility of knotted surfaces [7, 2], calculating the minimal number of triple
points in knotted surface projections [29], and finding the minimal number of
broken sheets in knotted surface diagrams [28].
In this paper we focus on (co)homology of structures obtained from generalizing
the relations in the Dehn presentation of the knot group. The relations are of
the form d = ab−1c and can be viewed as d = abcT , where abcT = ab−1c is a
ternary operation that appears quite often in the universal-algebraic literature,
e.g. in [10]. This point of view leads us to ternary quasigroups satisfying two
axioms obtained from the third Reidemeister move (Definition 3.3). We call
such a structure a knot-theoretic ternary quasigroup (abbreviated to KTQ). Our
generalization has two stages. First, we use unoriented diagrams (remembering
that Dehn presentation does not require a diagram to be oriented), and then
we consider more general algebras involving orientation. The number of KTQ-
colorings of a knot diagram (resp. Yoshikawa diagram or knotted surface diagram
in R3) does not change under Reidemeister moves (resp. Yoshikawa or Roseman
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Figure 1. Particles moving in one-dimensional ambient space.
moves), thus it is a property of an isotopy class of a knot (resp. knotted surface)
and not just diagram (Section 4).
The main part of the paper presents a homology for algebras satisfying the
axioms A1 and A2 derived from the third Reidemeister move. The construction
involves three presimplicial modules. For a KTQ (X,T ), there is a degenerate
subcomplex CD(X,T ), and we take the normalized homology HN (X,T ) as the
homology of KTQs. We show how to assign a cycle in the normalized homology
to a KTQ-colored diagram of a knot (resp. knotted surface), so that its homology
class is a knot (resp. knotted surface) invariant.
If possesing a torsion part can be viewed as some sort of measure of homology
being interesting, then HN∗ (X,T ) does not disappoint. Our calculations (for
homology with Z coefficients) with GAP [14] indicate that, up to isomorphism,
there are 2 two-element KTQs, of which one has a torsion part Z2 in H
N
0 (X,T )
and HN2 (X,T ). There are 7 KTQs with three elements, and out of them five have
torsion (either Z3 or Z
2
3) in H
N
2 (X,T ). There are 37 four-element KTQs, of which
only three have no torsion part in HN2 (X,T ), and for the rest the possibilities
are: Z2, Z
2
2, Z
3
2, Z
4
2, Z2 ⊕ Z
2
4, Z
2
2 ⊕ Z
2
4, Z
3
2 ⊕ Z4, and Z
3
2 ⊕ Z
2
4. Finally, we found
23 KTQs with five elements; five of them have torsion part (either Z5 or Z
2
5) in
HN2 (X,T ). The second homology H
N
2 (X,T ) is the one that we use for invariants
of knotted surfaces.
Some connections (requiring strong assumptions) between arc colorings and
region colorings are considered in [15]. We will present an example of a knot
diagram on a torus for which the fundamental (shadow) quandle and cocycle
invariants do not work, but KTQs with the associated cohomological invariants
can be applied.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we construct the
homology for structures satisfying the axioms A1 and A2. In Section 3 we review
the definitions of a ternary quasigroup and prove the existence of a subcomplex
in our homology for KTQs. In Section 4 we explain how KTQs can be used
in invariants of knots and knotted surfaces. Finally, in Section 5 we construct
(co)homological invariants.
2. Homology
As in [15], we begin with some motivation from physics. We consider three
particles moving with different velocities in one-dimensional ambient space. They
divide it into parts and the state of the vacuum can be different in them (see Fig.
1). When two particles approach each other, they scatter and recede from each
other preserving momenta, but the state of the vacuum between them can change,
and we will assume that the new state is described as abcT , where T : X×X×X →
2
Figure 2. Particle scatterings and the states of the vacua.
X is a ternary operation on the set X of states, and a, b, and c are the states
before scattering, taken in a cyclic clockwise order as in Fig. 2. With three
particles, there will be exactly three pairwise scatterings, but their order depends
on the initial position of the particles. It is a natural assumption that the states
of the vacua after all pairwise scatterings should not depend on this order, and
thus two axioms are obtained:
(A1) ∀a,b,c,d∈X (abcT )cdT = [ab(bcdT )T ](bcdT )dT
and
(A2) ∀a,b,c,d∈X ab(bcdT )T = a(abcT )[(abcT )cdT ]T.
Note that the right side of A1 (resp. A2) is obtained from the left side of A1
(resp. A2) by substitution c 7→ bcdT (resp. b 7→ abcT ).
Example 2.1. Let (G, ·) be a group. Consider a generalization of conjugation:
abcS = a−1 · b · c, abcS = a · b · c−1.
Then S satisfies A2 but not A1, and S satisfies A1 but not A2.
Example 2.2. Let (G, ·) be a group. The operation from the Dehn presentation
abcT = a · b−1 · c
satisfies both A1 and A2.
Now we will define homology theory for algebras (X,T ) satisfying A1 and A2.
First, we recall the definition of a presimplicial module.
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Definition 2.3. Let R be a commutative unital ring. A presimplicial module
is a family C = (Cn) of R-modules together with face maps d
n
i : Cn → Cn−1,
i = 0, 1, . . . , n, satisfying
dn−1i d
n
j = d
n−1
j−1 d
n
i
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Lemma 2.4. Let (Cn, d
n
i ) be a presimplicial module. Then (Cn, ∂n), where ∂n =∑n
i=0(−1)
idni is a chain complex (∂n−1∂n = 0).
Definition 2.5. Let (X,T ) be a ternary algebra satisfying axioms A1 and A2.
Let Cn(X) := R〈X
n+2〉 be the R-module generated freely by (n + 2)-tuples
(x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) of elements of X. We define
∂Ln (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)idn,Li (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1),
where dn,Li is defined inductively by
dn,L0 (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = (x1, . . . , xn, xn+1),
dn,Li (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = d
n,L
i−1(x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)[xi 7→ xi−1xixi+1T ]
= dn,Li−1(x0, . . . , xi−1, xi−1xixi+1T, xi+1, . . . , xn+1)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We also use the second differential:
∂Rn (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)idn,Ri (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1),
where dn,Ri is defined inductively by
dn,R0 (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = (z0, z1 . . . , zn),
where z0 = x0, zi = zi−1xixi+1T , for i = 1, . . . , n, and
dn,Ri (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = d
n,R
i−1(x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1)[xi−1xixi+1T 7→ xi]
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. That is, the formula for dn,Ri (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) is obtained
from dn,Ri−1(x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) by replacing xi−1xixi+1T with xi. Now we com-
bine the above differentials in a standard way, and define
∂n(x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i(dn,Li − d
n,R
i )(x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1),
that is,
∂n = ∂
L
n − ∂
R
n .
Example 2.6. We write the differential ∂ in low dimensions:
∂0(a, b) = b− a,
∂1(a, b, c) = (b, c) − (a, abcT )
− (abcT, c) + (a, b),
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∂2(a, b, c, d) = (b, c, d) − (a, abcT, (abcT )cdT )
− (abcT, c, d) + (a, b, bcdT )
+ (ab(bcdT )T, bcdT, d) − (a, b, c),
∂3(a, b, c, d, e) = (b, c, d, e) − (a, abcT, (abcT )cdT, [(abcT )cdT ]deT )
− (abcT, c, d, e) + (a, b, bcdT, (bcdT )deT )
+ (ab(bcdT )T, bcdT, d, e) − (a, b, c, cdeT )
− (ab[bc(cdeT )T ]T, bc(cdeT )T, cdeT, e) + (a, b, c, d).
From now on, we will denote (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) by x.
We can describe dn,Li and d
n,R
i in a different way, defining their coordinates
inductively.
dn,Li = (d
n,L
i,1 , . . . , d
n,L
i,k , . . . , d
n,L
i,n+1)
is calculated from right to left. For i ∈ {0, . . . , n} and k ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1},
(1) dn,Li,k x =
{
xk−1xk(d
n,L
i,k+1x)T if k ≤ i
xk if k > i.
dn,Ri = (d
n,R
i,0 , . . . , d
n,R
i,k , . . . , d
n,R
i,n )
is calculated from left to right. For i ∈ {0, . . . , n} and k ∈ {0, . . . , n},
(2) dn,Ri,k x =
{
(dn,Ri,k−1x)xkxk+1T if k > i
xk if k ≤ i.
Theorem 2.7. (Cn, d
n,L
i ) is a presimplicial module.
Proof. We need to show that
(3) dn−1,Li d
n,L
j x = d
n−1,L
j−1 d
n,L
i x
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n. The proof will be by induction over j − i. First, let j − i = 1,
so we need to prove that
(4) dn−1,Li d
n,L
i+1x = d
n−1,L
i d
n,L
i x.
For i = 0, the validity of equation 4 is immediate (d∗,L0 just removes the first
input), so assume that i > 0. This part of the proof will show a nice in-
terplay between the axioms A1 and A2 in the differentials. Until the end of
this proof, we will denote (dn,Li+1,1x, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,kx, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,n+1x) by (i + 1), and
(dn,Li,1 x, . . . , d
n,L
i,k x, . . . , d
n,L
i,n+1x) by (i). Then
L := dn−1,Li d
n,L
i+1x = d
n−1,L
i (d
n,L
i+1,1x, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,kx, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,n+1x) = d
n−1,L
i (i+ 1)
= (dn−1,Li,1 (i+ 1), . . . , d
n−1,L
i,k (i+ 1), . . . , d
n−1,L
i,n (i+ 1))
and
R := dn−1,Li d
n,L
i x = d
n−1,L
i (d
n,L
i,1 x, . . . , d
n,L
i,k x, . . . , d
n,L
i,n+1x) = d
n−1,L
i (i)
= (dn−1,Li,1 (i), . . . , d
n−1,L
i,k (i), . . . , d
n−1,L
i,n (i)).
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Before comparing the coordinates in L and R, recall the definition of dn−1,Li,k , with
indices of the inputs beginning with 1:
dn−1,Li,k (y1, . . . , yn+1) =
{
ykyk+1(d
n−1,L
i,k+1 (y1, . . . , yn+1))T if k ≤ i
yk+1 if k > i.
We see that for k ≥ i+ 1,
dn−1,Li,k (i+ 1) = d
n,L
i+1,k+1x = xk+1 = d
n,L
i,k+1x = d
n−1,L
i,k (i).
For k = i,
dn−1,Li,k (i) = (d
n,L
i,i x)(d
n,L
i,i+1x)(d
n−1,L
i,i+1 (i))T = (xi−1xixi+1T )xi+1xi+2T
and
dn−1,Li,k (i+ 1) = (d
n,L
i+1,ix)(d
n,L
i+1,i+1x)(d
n−1,L
i,i+1 (i+ 1))T
= [xi−1xi(xixi+1xi+2T )T ](xixi+1xi+2T )xi+2T.
Thus, the equality of dn−1,Li,i (i) and d
n−1,L
i,i (i+1) is exactly the application of the
axiom A1. To prove the equalities of the remaining coordinates, we also need the
axiom A2. Note that
dn,Li+1,i+1x = xixi+1xi+2T = xixi+1(d
n−1,L
i,i+1 (i))T.
In general, for k ≤ i+ 1, we have the relation
dn,Li+1,kx = xk−1(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T.
We prove it by induction, using A2:
dn,Li+1,k−1x = xk−2xk−1(d
n,L
i+1,kx)T = xk−2xk−1[xk−1(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T ]T
= xk−2(xk−2xk−1(d
n,L
i,k x)T )[(xk−2xk−1(d
n,L
i,k x)T )(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T ]T
= xk−2(d
n,L
i,k−1x)[(d
n,L
i,k−1x)(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T ]T = xk−2(d
n,L
i,k−1x)(d
n−1,L
i,k−1 (i))T.
Now we can show the equality of the rest of the coordinates in dn−1,Li (i + 1)
and dn−1,Li (i), using induction and A1:
dn−1,Li,k−1 (i+ 1) = (d
n,L
i+1,k−1x)(d
n,L
i+1,kx)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i+ 1))T
= (dn,Li+1,k−1x)(d
n,L
i+1,kx)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T = [xk−2xk−1(d
n,L
i+1,kx)T ](d
n,L
i+1,kx)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T
= {xk−2xk−1[xk−1(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T ]T}[xk−1(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T ](d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T
= (xk−2xk−1(d
n,L
i,k x)T )(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T = (d
n,L
i,k−1x)(d
n,L
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k (i))T
= dn−1,Li,k−1 (i).
Now assume that
dn−1,Li′ d
n,L
j′ x = d
n−1,L
j′−1 d
n,L
i′ x
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for i′, j′ such that 0 ≤ i′ < j′ ≤ n and j′ − i′ < j − i, where j − i ≥ 2. For
the rest of the paper, let x[k] denote (x0, . . . , xk−1xkxk+1T, . . . , xn+1). Note that
with this new notation dn,Li x = d
n,L
i−1x[i] for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We have
dn−1,Li d
n,L
j x = d
n−1,L
i d
n,L
j−1x[j] = d
n−1,L
j−2 d
n,L
i x[j]
= dn−1,Lj−2 (d
n,L
i,1 x[j], . . . , d
n,L
i,j−2x[j], d
n,L
i,j−1x[j], d
n,L
i,j x[j], d
n,L
i,j+1x[j], . . . , d
n,L
i,n+1x[j])
= dn−1,Lj−2 (d
n,L
i,1 x[j], . . . , d
n,L
i,j−2x[j], xj−1, xj−1xjxj+1T, xj+1, . . . , xn+1)
and
dn−1,Lj−1 d
n,L
i x = d
n−1,L
j−1 (d
n,L
i,1 x, . . . , d
n,L
i,j−1x, d
n,L
i,j x, d
n,L
i,j+1x, . . . , d
n,L
i,n+1x)
= dn−1,Lj−2 (d
n,L
i,1 x, . . . , d
n,L
i,j−1x, (d
n,L
i,j−1x)(d
n,L
i,j x)(d
n,L
i,j+1x)T, d
n,L
i,j+1x, . . . , d
n,L
i,n+1x)
= dn−1,Lj−2 (d
n,L
i,1 x, . . . , d
n,L
i,j−2x, xj−1, xj−1xjxj+1T, xj+1, . . . , xn+1).
Now the proof ends, since dn,Li,j−1x = d
n,L
i,j−1x[j] = xj−1, so from the formula 1, for
k ≤ j − 2, we have
dn,Li,k (x0, . . . , xj−2, xj−1, xj−1xjxj+1T, xj+1, . . . , xn+1)
= dn,Li,k (x0, . . . , xj−2, xj−1, xj , xj+1, . . . , xn+1).

Definition 2.8. Given a ternary operation T , let Tˆ denote the ternary operation
defined by xyzTˆ = zyxT .
Remark 2.9. (X,T ) satisfies A2 if and only if (X, Tˆ ) satisfies A1.
(X,T ) satisfies A1 if and only if (X, Tˆ ) satisfies A2.
Let yr denote reversing the order of the elements of the tuple y; we will also use
the linear extension of this operator, denoting it with the same symbol. When two
or more operators are considered, we will add their symbols to the differentials,
as in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10. dn,R,Ti x = (d
n,L,Tˆ
n−i x
r)r for i ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
Proof. Proof by induction over n− i. For i = n:
dn,R,Tn x = (x0, . . . , xn) = (xn, . . . , x0)
r = (dn,L,Tˆ0 (xn+1, . . . , x0))
r = (dn,L,Tˆn−n x
r)r.
Suppose that the equality in this lemma is true for some i ≤ n. We will show it
for i − 1. We note that dn,R,Ti−1 x is obtained from d
n,R,T
i x by substitution xi 7→
xi−1xixi+1T . It follows that
dn,R,Ti−1 x = d
n,R,T
i (x0, . . . , xi−1, xi−1xixi+1T, xi+1, . . . , xn+1)
= (dn,L,Tˆn−i (x0, . . . , xi−1, xi−1xixi+1T, xi+1, . . . , xn+1)
r)r
= (dn,L,Tˆn−i (xn+1, . . . , xi+1, xi+1xixi−1Tˆ , xi−1, . . . , x0))
r
= (dn,L,Tˆn−i+1(xn+1, . . . , xi, . . . , x0))
r = (dn,L,Tˆ
n−(i−1)x
r)r.
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Theorem 2.11. (Cn, d
n,R
i ) is a presimplicial module.
Proof. If T satisfies the axioms A1 and A2, then Tˆ satisfies them also, and the
equation
dn−1,L,Tˆi d
n,L,Tˆ
j = d
n−1,L,Tˆ
j−1 d
n,L,Tˆ
i
holds for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Then, for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we have
dn−1,R,Ti d
n,R,T
j x = d
n−1,R,T
i (d
n,L,Tˆ
n−j x
r)r = (dn−1,L,Tˆn−1−i ((d
n,L,Tˆ
n−j x
r)r)r)r
= (dn−1,L,Tˆn−i−1 d
n,L,Tˆ
n−j x
r)r = (dn−1,L,Tˆn−j d
n,L,Tˆ
n−i x
r)r
= (dn−1,L,Tˆ
n−1−(j−1)
((dn,L,Tˆn−i x
r)r)r)r = (dn−1,L,Tˆ
n−1−(j−1)
(dn,R,Ti x)
r)r
= dn−1,R,Tj−1 d
n,R,T
i x.

Theorem 2.12. (Cn, d
n
i = d
n,L
i − d
n,R
i ) is a presimplicial module.
Proof. We need to show that for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n:
dn−1i d
n
j = (d
n−1,L
i − d
n−1,R
i )(d
n,L
j − d
n,R
j )
= dn−1,Li d
n,L
j − d
n−1,L
i d
n,R
j − d
n−1,R
i d
n,L
j + d
n−1,R
i d
n,R
j
is equal to
dn−1j−1 d
n
i = (d
n−1,L
j−1 − d
n−1,R
j−1 )(d
n,L
i − d
n,R
i )
= dn−1,Lj−1 d
n,L
i − d
n−1,L
j−1 d
n,R
i − d
n−1,R
j−1 d
n,L
i + d
n−1,R
j−1 d
n,R
i .
We can make use of Theorems 2.7 and 2.11, and then what remains to be shown
is:
dn−1,Ri d
n,L
j = d
n−1,L
j−1 d
n,R
i
and
dn−1,Li d
n,R
j = d
n−1,R
j−1 d
n,L
i .
These equalities will be proven in the next two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.13.
dn−1,Ri d
n,L
j = d
n−1,L
j−1 d
n,R
i
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Proof. We use induction over j − i. First we prove that
dn−1,Ri d
n,L
i+1 = d
n−1,L
i d
n,R
i
for i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. This equality follows from equalities
L := dn−1,Ri,k−1 (d
n,L
i+1,1x, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,n+1x) = d
n−1,L
i,k (d
n,R
i,0 x, . . . , d
n,R
i,n x) =: R,
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that we will show for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For 1 ≤ k ≤ i we have:
L = dn,Li+1,kx = xk−1xk(d
n,L
i+1,k+1x)T
= xk−1xk(. . . (xi−1xi(xixi+1xi+2T )T ) . . .)T
and
R = (dn,Ri,k−1x)(d
n,R
i,k x)(d
n−1,L
i,k+1 (d
n,R
i,0 x, . . . , d
n,R
i,n x))T
= xk−1xk(d
n−1,L
i,k+1 (d
n,R
i,0 x, . . . , d
n,R
i,n x))T
= xk−1xk(. . . (xi−1xi(d
n−1,L
i,i+1 (d
n,R
i,0 x, . . . , d
n,R
i,n x))T ) . . .)T
= xk−1xk(. . . (xi−1xi(d
n,R
i,i+1x)T ) . . .)T
= xk−1xk(. . . (xi−1xi((d
n,R
i,i x)xi+1xi+2T )T ) . . .)T
= xk−1xk(. . . (xi−1xi(xixi+1xi+2T )T ) . . .)T.
If k = i+ 1, then
L = dn,Li+1,i+1x = xixi+1xi+2T
and
R = dn,Ri,i+1x = (d
n,R
i,i x)xi+1xi+2T = xixi+1xi+2T.
For k > i+ 1:
L = (dn−1,Ri,k−2 (d
n,L
i+1,1x, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,n+1x))(d
n,L
i+1,kx)(d
n,L
i+1,k+1x)T
= dn−1,Ri,k−2 (d
n,L
i+1,1x, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,n+1x)xkxk+1T
= (. . . ((dn−1,Ri,i (d
n,L
i+1,1x, . . . , d
n,L
i+1,n+1x))(d
n,L
i+1,i+2x)(d
n,L
i+1,i+3x)T ) . . .)xkxk+1T
= (. . . ((dn,Li+1,i+1x)xi+2xi+3T ) . . .)xkxk+1T
= (. . . ((xixi+1(d
n,L
i+1,i+2x)T )xi+2xi+3T ) . . .)xkxk+1T
= (. . . ((xixi+1xi+2T )xi+2xi+3T ) . . .)xkxk+1T,
R = dn,Ri,k x = (d
n,R
i,k−1x)xkxk+1T = ((d
n,R
i,k−2x)xk−1xkT )xkxk+1T
= (. . . (((dn,Ri,i x)xi+1xi+2T )xi+2xi+3T ) . . .)xkxk+1T
= (. . . ((xixi+1xi+2T )xi+2xi+3T ) . . .)xkxk+1T.
Now we use the inductive step (with j − 1 > i):
dn−1,Ri d
n,L
j x = d
n−1,R
i d
n,L
j−1x[j] = d
n−1,L
j−2 d
n,R
i x[j]
= dn−1,Lj−2 (d
n,R
i,0 x[j], . . . , d
n,R
i,j−2x[j], d
n,R
i,j−1x[j], d
n,R
i,j x[j], . . . , d
n,R
i,n x[j]) =: L
dn−1,Lj−1 d
n,R
i x
= dn−1,Lj−2 (d
n,R
i,0 x, . . . , d
n,R
i,j−2x, (d
n,R
i,j−2x)(d
n,R
i,j−1x)(d
n,R
i,j x)T, d
n,R
i,j x, . . . , d
n,R
i,n x) =: R
We check that the inputs for dn−1,Lj−2 are equal in L and in R. First, by comparing
dn,Ri,k x[j] with d
n,R
i,k x for k ≤ j − 2, we see that the coordinate that makes a
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difference between x and x[j] is not used. Now we consider the j-th input in R:
(dn,Ri,j−2x)(d
n,R
i,j−1x)(d
n,R
i,j x)T = (d
n,R
i,j−2x)((d
n,R
i,j−2x)xj−1xjT )((d
n,R
i,j−1x)xjxj+1T )T
= (dn,Ri,j−2x)((d
n,R
i,j−2x)xj−1xjT )[((d
n,R
i,j−2x)xj−1xjT )xjxj+1T ]T
= (dn,Ri,j−2x)xj−1(xj−1xjxj+1T )T,
and the equal j-th input in L:
dn,Ri,j−1x[j] = (d
n,R
i,j−2x)xj−1(xj−1xjxj+1T )T.
We will also look at (j + 1)-st inputs; in L it is
dn,Ri,j x[j] = (d
n,R
i,j−1x[j])(xj−1xjxj+1T )xj+1T
= [(dn,Ri,j−2x[j])xj−1(xj−1xjxj+1T )T ](xj−1xjxj+1T )xj+1T
= ((dn,Ri,j−2x[j])xj−1xjT )xjxj+1T,
and in R it is equal expression:
dn,Ri,j x = (d
n,R
i,j−1x)xjxj+1T = ((d
n,R
i,j−2x)xj−1xjT )xjxj+1T.
The equalities of the later inputs follow inductively from the equality that we
have just checked. 
Lemma 2.14.
dn−1,Li d
n,R
j = d
n−1,R
j−1 d
n,L
i
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Proof. First, from the fact that dn,L0 and d
n−1,L
0 only remove the left-most input,
we see that
dn−1,L0 d
n,R
j = d
n−1,R
j−1 d
n,L
0
for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now we use the induction over n−(j−i) (with 0 corresponding
to the case i = 0, j = n that we have just considered). Let
R := dn−1,Rj−1 d
n,L
i x = d
n−1,R
j−1 d
n,L
i−1x[i] = d
n−1,L
i−1 d
n,R
j x[i]
= dn−1,Li−1 (d
n,R
j,0 x[i], . . . , d
n,R
j,i−1x[i], d
n,R
j,i x[i], d
n,R
j,i+1x[i], . . . , d
n,R
j,n x[i]),
L := dn−1,Li d
n,R
j x
= dn−1,Li−1 (d
n,R
j,0 x, . . . , d
n,R
j,i−1x, (d
n,R
j,i−1x)(d
n,R
j,i x)(d
n,R
j,i+1x)T, d
n,R
j,i+1x, . . . , d
n,R
j,n x).
Since dn,Rj,k (y0, . . . , yn+1) = yk for k ≤ i + 1 ≤ j, we see the equality of the first
corresponding i+2 inputs for dn−1,Li−1 in R and L. The equality of the inputs with
greater indices follows from the recursive definition of the coordinates of dn,Rj . 
Definition 2.15. [5] A precubical module D is a sequence of modules Dn, n ≥ 0,
together with face maps d0i , d
1
i : Dn → Dn−1, for n ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , n, satisfying
dǫid
δ
j = d
δ
j−1d
ǫ
i
for all i < j and ǫ, δ ∈ {0, 1}.
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Remark 2.16. If we take Dn = Cn−1(X), and start numbering differentials d
n−1,L
i
and dn−1,Ri from 1 instead of 0, then (Dn, d
n−1,L
i , d
n−1,R
i ) is a precubical module.
Definition 2.17. We write HL(X,T ), HR(X,T ) and H(X,T ) for the homology
of (Cn(X), ∂
L
n ), (Cn(X), ∂
R
n ) and (Cn(X), ∂n), respectively. We call the first two:
left homology and right homology, respectively.
3. Ternary quasigroups and degenerate subcomplex
Now we turn our attention to ternary quasigroups. They allow for a subcomplex
in homology.
Definition 3.1. A (combinatorial) ternary quasigroup is a set X equipped with
a ternary operation T : X3 → X such that for a quadruple (x1, x2, x3, x4) of
elements of X satisfying x1x2x3T = x4, specification of any three elements of the
quadruple determines the remaining one uniquely.
A finite (combinatorial) ternary quasigroup (X,T ) with elements numbered
1, . . . , n can be described by a Latin cube, i.e., an n × n × n array in which
every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} appears exactly once in every horizontal row, every vertical
row, and in every column. Any Latin cube defines a (combinatorial) ternary
quasigroup.
Definition 3.2. An (equational) ternary quasigroup (X,T,L,M,R) is a set X
equipped with ternary operations T , L, M, R satisfying the following pairs of
equations for all x1, x2, x3 ∈ X:
(x1x2x3L)x2x3T = x1 (x1x2x3T )x2x3L = x1,
x1(x1x2x3M)x3T = x2 x1(x1x2x3T )x3M = x2,
x1x2(x1x2x3R)T = x3 x1x2(x1x2x3T )R = x3.
We call the operations L, M and R the left, middle, and right division, respec-
tively.
Each equational ternary quasigroup (X,T,L,M,R) defines a combinatorial
ternary quasigroup (X,T ), and each combinatorial ternary quasigroup (X,T )
defines an equational ternary quasigroup (X,T,L,M,R) via
x4x2x3L = x1, x1x4x3M = x2, and x1x2x4R = x3,
assuming x1x2x3T = x4. Therefore, we will simply speak about ternary quasi-
groups without specifying if they are defined combinatorially or equationally. See
[4, 3, 30] for more details on n-ary quasigroups.
Definition 3.3. A knot-theoretic ternary quasigroup (abbreviated to KTQ) is a
ternary quasigroup satisfying the axioms A1 and A2.
Example 3.4. ([22]) Let (X, ∗) be a Moufang loop. Then (X,T ), where xyzT =
(y ∗ x−1) ∗ z is a KTQ.
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Lemma 3.5. Given a ternary quasigroup (X,T,L,M,R), and any a, b ∈ X, we
have:
abbR = c ⇐⇒ bbcL = a.
Proof. First, we find the relations between the left and right divisions in a ternary
quasigroup: if x1x2x3T = x4, then x4x2x3L = x1 and x1x2x4R = x3. Thus,
(x4x2x3L)x2x4R = x3 and x4x2(x1x2x4R)L = x1. Therefore, if c = abbR then
bbcL = bb(abbR)L = a, and if a = bbcL, then (bbcL)bbR = c. 
Lemma 3.5 is used for the equivalence of conditions in the following definition.
Definition 3.6. For a ternary quasigroup (X,T,L,M,R) satisfying axioms A1
and A2, and for n ≥ 1, let CDn (X,T ) denote the R-module generated freely by
(n+2)-tuples x = (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) of elements of X satisfying the following
equivalent conditions:
(D1) x contains a, b, abbR on three consecutive coordinates, for some a and
b ∈ X;
(D2) x contains bbcL, b, c on three consecutive coordinates, for some b and
c ∈ X.
For n < 1, we take CDn (X,T ) = 0.
Lemma 3.7. For a KTQ (X,T,L,M,R),
∂Ln (C
D
n (X,T )) ⊂ C
D
n−1(X,T ).
Proof. We note that dn,Li x contains at the end the sequence xi+1, . . . , xn+1. Sup-
pose that x is such that xj is the first element of the triple a, b, abbR. Then this
triple occurs also in all dn,Li x with i ∈ {0, . . . , j − 1}. Now consider i = j + 1:
dn,Lj+1(x0, . . . , xj−1, a, b, abbR, xj+3, . . . , xn+1)
= dn,Lj (x0, . . . , xj−1, a, ab(abbR)T, abbR, xj+3, . . . , xn+1)
= dn,Lj (x0, . . . , xj−1, a, b, abbR, xj+3, . . . , xn+1).
However, in ∂Ln , d
n,L
j x and d
n,L
j+1x appear with opposite signs, so there is a reduc-
tion. Now let j + 2 ≤ i ≤ n. We will show that if x satisfies the condition (D1),
then dn,Li x can be written as in (D2); more precisely, it contains the triple
(dn,Li,j+2x)(d
n,L
i,j+2x)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)L, d
n,L
i,j+2x, d
n,L
i,j+3x.
First, note that
dn,Li,j+1x = xjxj+1(d
n,L
i,j+2x)T = xjxj+1(xj+1xj+2(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T )T
= ab[b(abbR)(dn,Li,j+3x)T ]T,
and
dn,Li,j+2x = xj+1xj+2(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T = b(abbR)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T.
Now we will show the equation
dn,Li,j+1x = (d
n,L
i,j+2x)(d
n,L
i,j+2x)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)L,
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by transforming the equality
b(abbR)(dn,Li,j+3x)T = b(abbR)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T.
First, from the definition of the right division R,
[ab(abbR)T ](abbR)(dn,Li,j+3x)T = b(abbR)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T.
Next, using the axiom A1,
{ab[b(abbR)(dn,Li,j+3x)T ]T}[b(abbR)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T ](d
n,L
i,j+3x)T = b(abbR)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T.
Finally, using the definition of the left division L,
[b(abbR)(dn,Li,j+3x)T ][b(abbR)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T ](d
n,L
i,j+3x)L = ab[b(abbR)(d
n,L
i,j+3x)T ]T,
which is the equation that we wanted to show. 
Recall that for a ternary operation S, xyzSˆ denotes zyxS. The following lemma
is obtained by checking the equations in Def. 3.2.
Lemma 3.8. (X,T,L,M,R) is a ternary quasigroup ⇐⇒ (X, Tˆ , Rˆ,Mˆ, Lˆ) is
a ternary quasigroup.
Lemma 3.9. For a KTQ (X,T,L,M,R),
∂Rn (C
D
n (X,T )) ⊂ C
D
n−1(X,T ).
Proof. Note that from Lemma 3.8 we have
(. . . , bbaL, b, a, . . .)r = (. . . , a, b, bbaL, . . .) = (. . . , a, b, abbLˆ, . . .),
and
(. . . , a, b, abbR, . . .)r = (. . . , abbR, b, a, . . .) = (. . . , bbaRˆ, b, a, . . .).
In other words, the degenerate tuples for the operation T are transformed into
the degenerate tuples for the operation Tˆ , and vice versa, by the operator r.
From Lemma 2.10 it follows that
∂R,Tn x = (−1)
n(∂L,Tˆn x
r)r.
Lemma 3.9 now follows from Remark 2.9 and Lemma 3.7. 
From Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9 follows
Theorem 3.10. For a KTQ (X,T,L,M,R),
∂n(C
D
n (X,T )) ⊂ C
D
n−1(X,T ).
Definition 3.11. We proved that for a knot-theoretic ternary quasigroup (X,T ),
(CDn (X,T ), ∂
L
n ), (C
D
n (X,T ), ∂
R
n ) and (C
D
n (X,T ), ∂n) are chain subcomplexes of
(Cn(X), ∂
L
n ), (Cn(X), ∂
R
n ), and (Cn(X), ∂n), respectively. We call their homology
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(A) (B)
Figure 3. A relation in Dehn presentation and its generalization
using a ternary quasigroup (X,T ).
left degenerate, right degenerate, and degenerate, and denote it by HLD(X,T ),
HRD(X,T ), and HD(X,T ), respectively. We define quotient complexes
(CNn (X,T ), ∂
L
n ) = (Cn(X)/C
D
n (X,T ), ∂
L
n ),
(CNn (X,T ), ∂
R
n ) = (Cn(X)/C
D
n (X,T ), ∂
R
n ),
(CNn (X,T ), ∂n) = (Cn(X)/C
D
n (X,T ), ∂n),
with induced differentials (and the same notation). We call the homology of
these complexes left normalized, right normalized, and normalized, and denote
it by HLN (X,T ), HRN (X,T ), and HN (X,T ), respectively. We define the knot-
theoretic ternary quasigroup homology as this last homology, HN (X,T ).
4. KTQ-colorings
Recall that the fundamental group of the complement of a knot in R3 can
be given the following presentation, called Dehn presentation: generators are
assigned to the regions in the complement of a knot diagram D on a plane,
and relations correspond to the crossings and are as in Fig. 3(A). One of the
generators, say the one corresponding to the unbounded region, is set equal to
identity. Geometrically, a generator can be viewed as a loop originating from a
fixed point P beneath the diagram, piercing a region to which it is assigned, and
returning to P through a region labeled with the identity element. See e.g. [19]
for more details about Dehn presentation.
In [22] we noted that the fundamental group relations between generators
around a crossing can be realized using a ternary operation xyzT = xy−1z. Each
generator can be expressed using T and the other three generators as in Fig. 3(B).
Namely, if x, y, z, w ∈ X are the generators near a crossing, then w = xyzT ,
where w and x are assigned to the regions separated by an over-arc, and x, y and
z are taken cyclically.
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Figure 4. A generic second Reidemeister move and its coloring.
Let (X,T,L,M,R) be a knot-theoretic ternary quasigroup such that:
xyzL = xyzT (2,3) := xzyT,
xyzM = xyzTˆ = zyxT,
xyzR = xyzT (1,2) := yxzT.
Then it is easy to check that a group with operation xyzT = xy−1z is an
example of such a KTQ. If we consider an abstract KTQ of this kind, whose
generators correspond to regions in a knot diagram D, and relations of the form
d = abcT are assigned to crossings as in Fig. 3(B), then such an algebra (up to
isomorphism) is a knot invariant generalizing the knot group [22].
Example 4.1. ([22]) Let (X, ∗) be an extra loop. If we define T by xyzT =
(x ∗ y−1) ∗ z, then (X,T, T (2,3), Tˆ , T (1,2)) is a KTQ.
The following three examples are KTQs of the type (X,T, T (2,3), Tˆ , T (1,2)), with
an additional property that abaT = b. This property simplifies the description
of degenerate modules CDn (X,T ) from Def. 3.6. We can now say that they are
generated by (n+2)-tuples x = (x0, x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) of elements of X containing
a, b, a on three consecutive coordinates, for some a and b ∈ X. Indeed, if
abaT = b, then abbR = ab(abaT )R = a.
Example 4.2. X = Rn with pqrT = p+ q− r. Geometrically, T reflects the point
r through the middle of the interval connecting the points p and q.
Example 4.3. X = {0, . . . , n− 1} with pqrT = p+ q − r (mod n).
More generally:
Example 4.4. A group (G, ·) with xyzT = x · z−1 · y.
While KTQs of the type (X,T, T (2,3), Tˆ , T (1,2)) can be used for unoriented
diagrams, we will now show how to use general KTQs for colorings of oriented link
diagrams, oriented Yoshikawa diagrams, and oriented knotted surface diagrams in
R
3. Colorings are functions from the set of regions of a diagram to a given KTQ,
constructed such that their number is invariant under Reidemeister, Yoshikawa,
or Roseman moves. First, we will justify the fact of using ternary quasigroups.
In an oriented link diagram, each of the four corners around a crossing has its
own characterization, i.e., there is a corner adjacent to the two incoming edges,
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Figure 5. Coloring classical crossings with a KTQ.
a corner r touching the two outgoing edges, a corner having r on the right, and
the one that has it on the left. Fig. 4 represents a schematic colored second
Reidemeister move, without specifying the types of crossings. Depending on the
orientation, the corner colored by x could be of any of the four types. If we are to
have a coloring, then xmust exist for any a, b and c. If the number of colorings of a
diagram is to be unchanged by the move, then x has to be unique. Thus, we reach
a combinatorial definition of a ternary quasigroup. We use its primary operation
T to color the corner adjacent to the outgoing edges of a positive crossing. In a
negative crossing, T is used for the corner adjacent to the incoming edges, as in
Fig. 5. In the figure, we have indicated the direction of taking the inputs for the
operations with dot diagrams, and we have included the arc co-orientation (so
that the pair (tangent, normal) matches the usual orientation of the plane).
By performing substitutions in the equations around the crossings in Fig. 5,
we recover various relations between the four operations of a ternary quasigroup
(X,T,L,M,R).
a = dbcL = (abcT )bcL = d(adcM)cL = db(abdR)L,
b = adcM = (dbcL)dcM = a(abcT )cM = ad(abdR)M,
c = abdR = (dbcL)bdR = a(adcM)dR = ab(abcT )R,
d = abcT = (dbcL)bcT = a(adcM)cT = ab(abdR)T.
Remark 4.5. For any choice of orientation, the coloring instruction for a KTQ
(X,T,L = T (2,3),M = Tˆ ,R = T (1,2)) in Fig. 3(B) agrees with the way of coloring
described in Fig. 5.
The following lemma is useful when searching for new KTQs.
Lemma 4.6. If (X,T,L,M,R) is a KTQ, then (X,M,L(1,2), T,R(2,3)) is a
KTQ.
Proof. The fact that we need to transpose the inputs in the new left and right
divisions follows from the relations between the divisions that are true in any
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Figure 6. A generating set of Reidemeister moves.
ternary quasigroup:
x = y(xyzM)zL = (yxzL)yzM
and
x = y(yzxM)zR = yz(yxzR)M.
Now we show that M satisfies A1 and A2, i.e., for every a, y, z, d ∈ X, we have
(ayzM)zdM = [ay(yzdM)M](yzdM)dM
and
ay(yzdM)M = a(ayzM)[(ayzM)zdM]M.
Let a, y, z, d ∈ X be fixed. Then there is a unique x ∈ X such that y = axzT ,
so there is a unique c ∈ X such that z = xcdT , and with the newly found x and
c there is a unique b ∈ X such that x = abcT . It follows that
y = a(abcT )[(abcT )cdT ]T = ab(bcdT )T
and
z = (abcT )cdT = [ab(bcdT )T ](bcdT )dT.
Now we can check the axioms A1 and A2 forM using the definition of the middle
division:
ayzM = a{a(abcT )[(abcT )cdT ]T}[(abcT )cdT ]M = abcT,
(ayzM)zdM = (abcT )[(abcT )cdT ]dM = c,
a(ayzM)[(ayzM)zdM]M = a(abcT )cM = b,
yzdM = [ab(bcdT )T ]{[ab(bcdT )T ](bcdT )dT}dM = bcdT,
ay(yzdM)M = a[ab(bcdT )T ](bcdT )M = b,
[ay(yzdM)M](yzdM)dM = b(bcdT )dM = c.

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In the reminder of the paper, F will denote a compact oriented surface that
may have a boundary.
Definition 4.7. Let D be a link diagram in the interior of F , or on the plane, and
let (X,T ) be a finite KTQ. Regions of D are the connected components of F \
universe of D (or R2\ universe of D), and their set is denoted by R. A KTQ-
coloring of D is an assignment of elements of X to the regions of D satisfying the
rule from Fig. 5 at every crossing.
Lemma 4.8. For D and (X,T ) as in Def. 4.7, the number of KTQ-colorings of
D does not change under Reidemeister moves.
Proof. KTQs can be defined equationally, thus they form a variety, and can be
analyzed (up to isomorphism) using presentations and Tietze operations (see
[11, 22]). Let KTQ(D) denote the abstract KTQ whose generators correspond
to the regions in R, and relations correspond to crossings and are as in Fig. 5
(we assign one of the four equivalent relations to each crossing). KTQ-colorings
of D can be understood as homomorphisms from KTQ(D) to (X,T ). Therefore,
to show that their number does not change under the Reidemeister moves, it is
enough to show that the isomorphism class of KTQ(D) does not change under
these moves.
Recall that the Tietze operations are of two types: T1 adds or removes a
relation that is a consequence of the other relations, and T2 adds a new generator
expressed in terms of the old generators, or removes a generator that is expressed
in terms of the other generators and appears only in its defining relation (this
relation is also removed).
Fig. 6 shows a generating set of Reidemeister moves found in [24]. The first
Reidemeister move involves a generator c which, according to the coloring rule
from Fig. 5, is expressed using a and b as c = bbaL. Thus, c can be removed or
introduced with T2.
If we compare the presentations before and after the second Reidemeister move,
one of them has two additional generators x and y, and two more relations. In case
of R2 they are x = bcaR and y = acxL. For R2′ we have x = cabL and y = xacR.
Using the relations between the left and right divisions we get y = ac(bcaR)L = b
for R2, and y = (cabL)acR = b for R2′. Now we can replace y with b in all the
remaining relations (with multiple applications of T1), and remove x and y using
T2, to obtain the presentation identical to the one before the move.
In case of the third Reidemeister move, the relations on the left are: (1a)
g = abcT , (2a) e = gcdT , and (3a) f = ageT . On the right we have: (1b)
h = bcdT , (2b) f = abhT , and (3b) e = fhdT . Using T1 multiple times, the rela-
tions (2a), (3a), (2b), and (3b) are replaced with (2a’) e = (abcT )cdT , (3a’) f =
a(abcT )[(abcT )cdT ]T , (2b’) f = ab(bcdT )T , and (3b’) e = [ab(bcdT )T ](bcdT )dT .
Now the generators g and h can be removed using T2, and the equality of gener-
ators e and f in both presentations follows from the axioms A1 and A2. 
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Figure 7. The rule for assigning colors near Yoshikawa markers.
Consider links in the interior of F × I, where I denotes the interval. Then
we can project links onto F and work with the diagrams of links. We have the
following theorem as in [25] interpreting [16].
Theorem 4.9. [25, 16] Two link diagrams D1 and D2 in the interior of F rep-
resent the same link in F × I if and only if one can go from D1 to D2 using
Reidemeister moves and isotopy of F .
Thus, from Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 4.9 follows that KTQs yield invariants of
links in F × I.
Knotted surfaces in R4 can be studied in various ways, e.g. using Yoshikawa
diagrams [31, 20]. We can use KTQ-colorings for (oriented) Yoshikawa diagrams
on F , or on the plane. Fig. 7 shows how to color around markers, regardless of
the chosen orientation. The rule is that opposite corners are assigned the same
color. For classical crossings we use the convention from Fig. 5. A special case
of such colorings for classical Yoshikawa diagrams was investigated in [21].
We can assign an abstract knot-theoretic ternary quasigroup, KTQ(D), to a
given Yoshikawa diagram D, with generators corresponding to the regions of the
diagram, and relations assigned to classical crossings as in Lemma 4.8. For a
crossing with a marker, we write two relations equating the generators in the
opposite corners of the crossing.
Lemma 4.10. Let D denote a Yoshikawa diagram on F or on the plane. Then
the isomorphism class of KTQ(D) does not change under Yoshikawa moves. As
a consequence, for a given KTQ, the number of KTQ-colorings is an invariant of
Yoshikawa moves.
Proof. Fig. 8 shows the moves that together with the Reidemeister moves form
a generating set for oriented Yoshikawa moves [20]. We will check how the moves
from this list affect the presentation of KTQ(D).
The relations involved in the left side of the move Γ4 are: (1a) b = d, (2a)
g = c, (3a) g = fabT and (4a) g = fedT . We obtain (3a’) c = fabT and (4a’)
c = fedT . Now we can remove (3a), (4a) and g (together with (2a)). Since
b = d, from fabT = fedT follows that a = e. On the right side of the move the
relations are: (1b) a = e, (2b) h = f , (3b) c = habT , (4b) c = hedT . We get
(3b’) c = fabT , (4b’) c = fedT , and can now remove (3b), (4b), and h with (2b).
Since a = e, from fabT = fedT follows b = d. Thus we can obtain identical
presentations before and after the move.
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Figure 8. A generating set of Yoshikawa moves.
Replacing T by M in the above yields a very similar proof of the invariance
under Γ′4.
In case of the move Γ5, on the left we have: (1a) e = c, (2a) b = d and (3a)
d = abeT . After adding a consequence (3a’) d = abcT , we can remove (3a), and
e together with (1a). On the right hand side, the relations are: (1b) f = a, (2b)
b = d and (3b) d = fbcT . Now we add (3b’) d = abcT , remove (3b), and f with
(1b), to obtain identical presentations.
The moves Γ6 and Γ
′
6 require just one application of the Tietze operation T2.
For Γ7, we note that in the presentations before and after the move, we have:
(1) b = d = f and (2) a = c = e.
Finally, before and after the move Γ8, we have the relations: (1) a = c, (2)
c = e, (3) b = k and (4) d = l. Using them, we can write the relations and their
consequences for the left side: (5a) i = bdaL, (6a) h = ibaM = (bdaL)baM = d,
(7a) f = idaT = (bdaL)daT = b and (8a) g = ihfR = (bdaL)dbR = a. On
the right we have: (5b) j = dbaL, (6b) h = jbaT = (dbaL)baT = d, (7b)
f = jdaM = (dbaL)daM = b and (8b) g = jfhR = (dbaL)bdR = a. From here,
we easily obtain identical presentations by removing unnecessary relations and
generators (i and j). 
Now we turn our attention to knotted surfaces described via projections to R3.
Definition 4.11. Let S be a closed surface embedded smoothly in R4 and let
p : R4 = R3 × R → R3 be the projection. S is assumed to be in general position
with respect to p. By a diagram of S, we mean the image p(S) equipped with
the under-over information at each transverse double point. For example, one
can use a broken diagram in which fragments of the projection are removed to
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Figure 9. The coloring rule around an edge of double points in
a surface diagram.
indicate which part of the surface was higher before the projection. See [9] for
details on broken surface diagrams, and more general information about knotted
surfaces and their descriptions. The closure of double point set of p(S) is a graph
with vertices of degree 1 (if there is a branch point) or 6 (a triple point); loops
with no vertices are also possible. We will refer to the edges of this graph (and
to loops without vertices) as double point edges.
This time, the regions to which the elements of KTQs will be assigned are
three-dimensional; they are the components of R3 − p(S). When working with
KTQ invariants of surfaces, it is convenient to have co-orientation.
Definition 4.12. [9, 7] Suppose that the surface S is oriented. We can give a co-
orientation to the complement of the branch point set Br on p(S) as follows. For
a point x ∈ p(S)−Br, choose vectors v1, v2 that are tangent to p(S) in R
3, so that
the oriented frame (v1, v2) matches the orientation of S. Then a normal vector
v(x) in R3 is chosen so that the ordered triple (v, v1, v2) matches the orientation
of 3-space.
Locally, there are four regions near a double point edge. The following defini-
tions will simplify the description of KTQ-colorings.
Definition 4.13. For a double point edge in a projection p(S) (resp. double point
in a classical knot diagram), the source region is the region such that all co-
orientation arrows point out of it, and the target region is the region such that
all co-orientation arrows point into it. An ascending path is a triple of regions
(r1, r2, r3), where r1 is the source region, r1 and r2 are separated by an under-
sheet (resp. under-arc), and r3 is the target region (separated from r2 by the
over-sheet (resp. over-arc)). If elements of a given KTQ (X,T ) are assigned to
the regions R via a function c : R → X, then a colored ascending path is a triple
(c(r1), c(r2), c(r3)).
Definition 4.14. Let (X,T ) be a KTQ, and let D denote an oriented knotted
surface diagram with regions R. A KTQ-coloring is depicted in Fig. 9, and can
be described as a function c : R→ X such that for each double point edge γ of D,
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Figure 10. The first four Roseman moves.
Figure 11. The fifth Roseman move.
the region near γ which is not in its colored ascending path (c(r1), c(r2), c(r3)),
receives the color c(r1)c(r2)c(r3)T . Note that the coloring rule in Fig. 5 can be
understood similarly.
Definition 4.15. Given an oriented knotted surface diagram D, we can assign to it
an abstract knot-theoretic ternary quasigroup KTQ(D), with presentation whose
generators correspond to regions, and relations correspond to double point edges.
For a double point edge γ with its ascending path (r1, r2, r3) and its fourth region
r4, the relation assigned to it is: r4 = r1r2r3T .
It is known that two knotted surface diagrams D1 and D2 represent the same
knotted surface if and only if they are related by a finite sequence of Roseman
moves [27].
Theorem 4.16. Roseman moves do not change the isomorphism class of KTQ(D).
Thus, the number of KTQ-colorings of a knotted surface diagram is an invariant
of the surface.
Proof. The first four Roseman moves are depicted in Fig. 10. The proof of
invariance of KTQ(D) under the first and third Roseman move requires just
one application of the second Tietze operation. The invariance under the second
Roseman move follows from the fact that the generator corresponding to the
front region r1 can be shown to be equal to the generator corresponding to the
back region r2 (as in the second Reidemeister move). The generators assigned
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Figure 12. A fragment after the fifth Roseman move, with a
choice of orientation, the under-over information, and generators.
Figure 13. The sixth Roseman move with a particular orienta-
tion, under-over information, and assigned generators.
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Figure 14. The seventh Roseman move with an assigned orien-
tation and relation labels.
to the two top regions r3 and r4 are also equal, thus we can obtain equivalent
presentations by removing redundant generators and relations. In the fourth
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Roseman move, the two generators corresponding to the two top regions obtained
by splitting a single top region are equal, as they are expressed in the same way
using the other generators assigned to the regions in the figure.
The fifth Roseman move is shown in Fig. 11, and a closer view after the move,
including a choice of orientation, the under-over information, and an assignment
of generators, is shown in Fig. 12. The four relations corresponding to double
curves in the right circular sheet in Fig. 11 are the same as for the left circular
sheet, thus we will not write them. The remaining relations are as follows: (1)
d = cbaT , (2) z = yxwT , (3) c = yzdT , (4) c = yxbT , (5) b = xwaT , and (6)
d = zwaT . We show that the relation (3) is a consequence of relations (6), (2),
(5), (4), and the axiom A2 as follows:
yzdT
(6)
= yz(zwaT )T
(2)
= y(yxwT )[(yxwT )waT ]T
(A2)
= yx(xwaT )T
(5)
= yxbT
(4)
= c.
Thus, (3) can be removed from the set of relations. Now we show that (6) is a
consequence of (2), (5), (4), (1), and A1:
zwaT
(2)
= (yxwT )waT
(A1)
= [yx(xwaT )T ](xwaT )aT
(5)
= (yxbT )baT
(4)
= cbaT
(1)
= d.
Now we can remove (6). Among the remaining relations, the generator z appears
only in (2), thus we remove z and (2). Then we can remove w and (5), and
after that y and (4). The relation (1) and the generator x are also present before
the move. The proofs of invariance with a different choice of co-orientation, or a
different under-over information are similar.
The relations appearing both before and after the sixth Roseman move, Fig.
13, are (1) a = dcbT and (2) a = xabT . After the move, there is a new generator
y, and two relations: (3) d = ydcT and (4) x = ydaT . We have:
xabT
(2)
= a
(1)
= dcbT
(3)
= (ydcT )cbT
(A1)
= [yd(dcbT )T ](dcbT )bT
(1)
= (ydaT )abT.
Thus, from the quasigroup property (i.e. the equality of values of T with the
same second and third inputs implies the equality of the first inputs) follows (4)
x = ydaT . Now y appears only in (3), and can be removed together with this
relation. The proofs for different choice of co-orientation and different under-over
information are similar.
In the seventh Roseman move, Fig. 14, there is a triple point in the intersection
of three planes (in our illustration they are the xy-plane, xz-plane and the yz-
plane, and the triple point is (0,0,0)). The fourth plane (say, x + y + z = 1)
moves to the other side of this triple point. This move is also called tetrahedral
move, as it involves a tetrahedron in the first octant (depicted with solid lines)
before the move, and another one after the move (in the (-,-,-) octant). The co-
orientation is as shown in the figure, and we assume that the sheets are ordered
from the highest (unbroken in broken diagrams) to the lowest (the most broken)
as follows: the xy-plane, the xz-plane, the yz-plane, and the x+ y+ z = 1 plane.
The symbols of generators are organized according to octants. All the octants,
except one, are divided by the lowest plane (both before and after the move),
and they are identified by the signs of coordinates. The symbols of generators
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are with bars if they are behind the lowest plane, and without bars if they are in
front of it. The following is the list of octants with generators assigned to their
regions: (+,+,+): a, a¯; (-,+,+): b, b¯; (-,-,+): c, c¯; (+,-,+): d, d¯; (+,+,-): e, e¯;
(-,+,-): f , f¯ ; (-,-,-): g, g¯; (+,-,-): h, h¯. Before the move, the relations assigned to
double point edges (with their numbers shown in Fig. 14, see also Fig. 19) are as
follows: (1) a = ehdT , (2) a¯ = e¯h¯d¯T , (3) b¯ = f¯ g¯c¯T , (4) b = feaT , (5) b¯ = f¯ e¯a¯T ,
(6) c¯ = g¯h¯d¯T , (7) c = badT , (8) c¯ = b¯a¯d¯T , (9) g¯ = f¯ e¯h¯T , (10) d¯ = h¯hdT , (11)
a¯ = e¯eaT , (12) b¯ = f¯fbT , (13) d¯ = c¯cdT , (14) a¯ = b¯baT , (15) e¯ = f¯feT , (16)
h¯ = e¯ehT , (17) d¯ = a¯adT , and (18) c¯ = b¯bcT . After the move, the relations are:
(1’) a = ehdT , (2’) b = fgcT , (3’) b¯ = f¯ g¯c¯T , (4’) b = feaT , (5’) c = ghdT , (6’)
c¯ = g¯h¯d¯T , (7’) c = badT , (8’) g = fehT , (9’) g¯ = f¯ e¯h¯T , (10’) d¯ = h¯hdT , (11’)
c¯ = g¯gcT , (12’) b¯ = f¯ fbT , (13’) d¯ = c¯cdT , (14’) h¯ = g¯ghT , (15’) e¯ = f¯feT ,
(16’) h¯ = e¯ehT , (17’) g¯ = f¯fgT , and (18’) c¯ = b¯bcT . The intersection of these
two sets of relations does not contain (2), (5), (8), (11), (14), (17), and (2’), (5’),
(8’), (11’), (14’), (17’). We will show that in these two six-element subsets, five
relations are the consequences of the other relations from their sets, and the last
one can be removed together with the generator corresponding to the tetrahedral
region. Thus, we will obtain identical presentations before and after the move.
First, we show that (14) and (17) are consequences, and remove them from the
presentation:
b¯baT
(12)
= (f¯ fbT )baT
(4)
= [f¯ f(feaT )T ](feaT )aT
(A1)
= (f¯ feT )eaT
(15)
= e¯eaT
(11)
= a¯,
a¯adT
(11)
= (e¯eaT )adT
(1)
= [e¯e(ehdT )T ](ehdT )dT
(A1)
= (e¯ehT )hdT
(16)
= h¯hdT
(10)
= d¯.
Now that it is no longer needed, we show that (11) can be derived from other
relations, and remove it.
e¯eaT
(1)
= e¯e(ehdT )T
(A2)
= e¯(e¯ehT )[(e¯ehT )hdT ]T
(16)
= e¯h¯(h¯hdT )T
(10)
= e¯h¯d¯T
(2)
= a¯.
After that, we remove (8):
b¯a¯d¯T
(5)
= (f¯ e¯a¯T )a¯d¯T
(2)
= [f¯ e¯(e¯h¯d¯T )T ](e¯h¯d¯T )d¯T
(A1)
= (f¯ e¯h¯T )h¯d¯T
(9)
= g¯h¯d¯T
(6)
= c¯.
Now we no longer need (5):
f¯ e¯a¯T
(2)
= f¯ e¯(e¯h¯d¯T )T
(A2)
= f¯(f¯ e¯h¯T )[(f¯ e¯h¯T )h¯d¯T ]T
(9)
= f¯ g¯(g¯h¯d¯T )T
(6)
= f¯ g¯c¯T
(3)
= b¯.
Now the generator a¯ appears only in (2), so we remove it together with its relation.
Regarding the second subset of relations, we will reveal relations as consequences,
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and remove them, in the following order: (14’), (11’), (17’), (2’), (5’):
g¯ghT
(17′)
= (f¯ fgT )ghT
(8′)
= [f¯f(fehT )T ](fehT )hT
(A1)
= (f¯ feT )ehT
(15′)
= e¯ehT
(16′)
= h¯,
g¯gcT
(17′)
= (f¯ fgT )gcT
(A1)
= [f¯ f(fgcT )T ](fgcT )cT
(2′)
= (f¯fbT )bcT
(12′)
= b¯bcT
(18′)
= c,
f¯fgT
(8′)
= f¯f(fehT )T
(A2)
= f¯(f¯ feT )[(f¯ feT )ehT ]T
(15′)
= f¯ e¯(e¯ehT )T
(16′)
= f¯ e¯h¯T
(9′)
= g¯,
fgcT
(5′)
= fg(ghdT )T
(8′)
= f(fehT )[(fehT )hdT ]T
(A2)
= fe(ehdT )T
(1′)
= feaT
(4′)
= b,
ghdT
(8′)
= (fehT )hdT
(A1)
= [fe(ehdT )T ](ehdT )dT
(1′)
= (feaT )adT
(4′)
= badT
(7′)
= c.
The generator g is now only present in the relation (8’), thus we remove it with
this relation, obtaining identical presentations before and after the move. As
explained in [7], other versions of the seventh Roseman move can be obtained
using this particular version and the fifth Roseman moves. 
In the next section, we will use KTQ-colorings as a basis for (co)homological
invariants.
5. Geometric applications of KTQ homology
Let D denote either a link diagram or a Yoshikawa diagram (on a compact
oriented surface F , or on a plane), or a knotted surface diagram in R3. If D is
colored by the elements of a given KTQ (X,T ), then we can assign to it a cycle
with respect to the differential ∂ from the definition of KTQ homology. We will
show that the homology class of this cycle, in homology of (X,T ), is not changed
by the moves of type applicable to the diagram D (Reidemeister, Yoshikawa, or
Roseman moves).
Definition 5.1. [9, 7] The sign of a triple point in a surface diagram is defined as
follows. Let vT , vM and vB be co-orientation normal vectors to the top, middle,
and bottom sheets, respectively, that intersect at a triple point. If the oriented
frame (vT , vM , vB) coincides with the right hand orientation of 3-space, the triple
point is said to be positive, otherwise it is negative.
For a triple point, the source region is the region near the triple point such that
vT , vM and vB point away from it, and the target region is the region such that
vT , vM and vB point towards it.
Definition 5.2. For a triple point of an oriented surface diagram, the term ascend-
ing path will mean a sequence of regions R0|R1|R2|R3, starting with the source
region, and ending with the target region, such that the regions R0 and R1 are sep-
arated by the bottom sheet, R1 and R2 by the middle sheet, and R2 and R3 by the
top sheet. Let c : R→ X be a function from the set of regions of the surface dia-
gram to a fixed KTQ (X,T ). Then the sequence (c(R0), c(R1), c(R2), c(R3)) ∈ X
4
will be called a colored ascending path.
Definition 5.3. Let D be a KTQ-colored link diagram or a Yoshikawa diagram
on a compact oriented surface F , or on a plane. We define its associated chain,
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Figure 15. The differential of a colored ascending path of a crossing.
Figure 16. Smoothings of Yoshikawa markers are compatible
with KTQ-colorings.
cD, as the sum of the colored ascending paths over all crossings of D, taken with
the sign of the crossing. If D denotes a KTQ-colored knotted surface diagram in
R
3, then the associated chain cD is the sum of the colored ascending paths over
all triple points of D, taken with the sign of a triple point.
Lemma 5.4. For a KTQ-colored oriented link or Yoshikawa diagram D on a
compact oriented surface F (or a plane), its associated chain cD is a cycle with
respect to the differential ∂.
Proof. First, let D be a link diagram. We see from the Figure 15, that in the
differential
∂(a, b, c) = (b, c) − (a, abcT ) − (abcT, c) + (a, b)
= (b, c) − (a, d) − (d, c) + (a, b)
of a triple of colors assigned to a positive crossing, the positive pairs of colors
correspond to the incoming edges, and the negative pairs can be assigned to the
outgoing edges. For a negative crossing, the chain assigned to it is −(a, b, c).
Thus, in ∂[−(a, b, c)] = −(b, c) + (a, d) + (d, c) − (a, b), again the positive pairs
correspond to the incoming edges, and the negative pairs to the outgoing edges.
Also, the order of colors in each pair is pointed by the co-orientation of a diagram.
This ensures that the two ends of an edge give the same pair of colors, but with
opposite signs. Thus, ∂(cD) = 0. If D is a Yoshikawa diagram, then smoothing
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(invisible region)
Figure 17. A triple point with the differential of a colored as-
cending path.
all the markers in one of the ways shown in Fig. 16 is compatible with the KTQ-
coloring. Then it is enough to notice that cD is the same as the associated cycle
of a link diagram obtained after marker smoothings. 
Definition 5.5 ([9]). For an oriented surface S, we orient each double point edge
γ as follows: if vt is the oriented normal to the top sheet, vb is the oriented
normal to the bottom sheet, and vγ is the vector tangent to the edge γ, then it
is required that the ordered triple (vγ , vt, vb) matches the orientation of 3-space
by the right-hand convention. A triple point always has three double point edges
oriented towards it, and three edges with orientation out of it.
Lemma 5.6. For a KTQ-colored knotted surface diagram D in R3, its associated
chain cD is a cycle with respect to the differential ∂.
Proof. Calculating the differential on a colored ascending path (of length 4) of
a triple point in a diagram of a knotted surface corresponds to taking a sum of
six suitably signed colored ascending paths (of length 3) of double point edges
connected at the triple point. The incoming double point edges of the triple point
are assigned negative colored ascending paths, and its outgoing edges receive
positive ascending paths, as in Fig. 17. Thus, if a double point edge ends with
triple points, the signed triples assigned to it at its ends will cancel out. If an
edge ends in a branch point, then the triple assigned to it is a degenerate cycle
of the form ±(x, y, xyyR). 
Lemma 5.7. The KTQ homology class of a cycle cD assigned to an oriented and
colored link diagram is invariant under Reidemeister moves.
Proof. The first Reidemeister move adds or removes a degenerate cycle (a, b, abbR)
(or (bbaL, b, a), as in Fig. 18), so it does not change the KTQ homology class.
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Figure 18. The degenerate cycles assigned to the first Reidemeis-
ter moves.
The contributions coming from the two crossings in the second Reidemeister move
cancel out, because the crossings have opposite signs. Now consider the third
Reidemeister move with all the crossings positive, with labels as in Fig. 2, with
orientation from top to bottom. The contributions from the crossings after the
move, minus the contributions before the move are equal to the boundary
∂2(a, b, c, d) = (b, c, d) − (a, abcT, (abcT )cdT )
− (abcT, c, d) + (a, b, bcdT )
+ (ab(bcdT )T, bcdT, d) − (a, b, c).

Lemma 5.8. The KTQ homology class of a cycle cD assigned to an oriented and
KTQ-colored Yoshikawa diagram D is invariant under Yoshikawa moves. If the
diagram is on a plane, then cD represents zero in homology.
Proof. With the invariance under the Reidemeister moves proved as in Lemma
5.7, we need to check the moves with markers from Fig. 8. In the colored moves
Γ4 and Γ
′
4, a = e and b = d, as in the proof of Lemma 4.10. Thus, both before
and after the moves, two classical crossings with the opposite signs yield the same
colored ascending paths, and the total contribution is zero. In colored Γ5, a = f ,
b = d, and e = c. Therefore, both sides of the move contribute (a, b, c). Γ6,
Γ′6, and Γ7 do not have any classical crossings, so do not contribute any colored
ascending paths. In colored Γ8, as in the proof of Lemma 4.10, a = c = e, b = k,
d = l, h = d, g = a, and b = f . The chain assigned to the left side of the
figure is (i, d, a) − (i, d, a) + (i, d, a) − (i, d, a) = 0, and on the right side it is
(j, b, a) − (j, b, a) + (j, b, a) − (j, b, a) = 0.
The condition required of Yoshikawa diagrams on the plane is that if all the
markers are smoothed in the same way (as in Fig. 16), the resulting diagram is
a diagram of an unlink. Since the cycle cD assigned to a Yoshikawa diagram is
the same as the cycle assigned to the link obtained after its marker smoothings,
in case of D on the plane, cD will be homologically trivial. 
Lemma 5.9. The KTQ homology class of a cycle cD assigned to an oriented and
colored broken surface diagram is invariant under Roseman moves.
Proof. We only need to consider the Roseman moves that involve triple points.
The fifth Roseman move, Fig. 11, is similar to the second Reidemeister move
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Figure 19. The colored triple points involved in the seventh
Roseman move.
in that the contributions from the two triple points with opposite signs cancel
out. The sixth Roseman move, Fig. 13, introduces (or deletes) a degenerate
chain. As for the seventh Roseman move, Fig. 14, with the symbols of colors
and under-over information as in the proof of Theorem 4.16, the contributions
from the triple points after the move, minus the contributions before the move,
are equal to the boundary
∂3(f¯ , f, e, h, d) = (f, e, h, d) − (f¯ , f¯feT, (f¯ feT )ehT, [(f¯ feT )ehT ]hdT )
− (f¯feT, e, h, d) + (f¯ , f, fehT, (fehT )hdT )
+ (f¯f(fehT )T, fehT, h, d) − (f¯ , f, e, ehdT )
− (f¯f [fe(ehdT )T ]T, fe(ehdT )T, ehdT, d) + (f¯ , f, e, h)
= (f, e, h, d) − (f¯ , e¯, h¯, d¯)− (e¯, e, h, d) + (f¯ , f, g, c)
+ (g¯, g, h, d) − (f¯ , f, e, a) − (b¯, b, a, d) + (f¯ , f, e, h).
The triple points in this configuration, together with the colors, co-orientation,
under-over information, and colored ascending paths are depicted in Fig. 19 (left
and right sides are switched compared to Fig. 14). All the triple points are
positive, thus the colored ascending paths are taken with the positive signs. 
We define KTQ cohomology groups for the KTQ homology described in this
paper in a standard dual way, so the cocycles used for knot diagrams are functions
f : X×X×X → A, where A is an abelian group and (X,T ) is a KTQ, satisfying
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two conditions:
∀a,b∈X f(a, b, abbR) = 0,
and
∀a,b,c,d∈X f(b, c, d) − f(a, abcT, (abcT )cdT )
− f(abcT, c, d) + f(a, b, bcdT )
+ f(ab(bcdT )T, bcdT, d) − f(a, b, c) = 0.
Cocycles for knotted surface diagrams (in R3) are functions φ : X×X×X×X →
A, satisfying two conditions:
∀a,b,c∈X φ(a, b, abbR, c) = φ(c, a, b, abbR) = 0,
and
∀a,b,c,d,e∈X φ(b, c, d, e) − φ(a, abcT, (abcT )cdT, [(abcT )cdT ]deT )
− φ(abcT, c, d, e) + φ(a, b, bcdT, (bcdT )deT )
+ φ(ab(bcdT )T, bcdT, d, e) − φ(a, b, c, cdeT )
− φ(ab[bc(cdeT )T ]T, bc(cdeT )T, cdeT, e) + φ(a, b, c, d) = 0.
In an analogous way to the construction in [7], we define cocycle invariants.
Definition 5.10. Let (X,T ) be a KTQ. Let f denote a cocycle from the KTQ
cohomology of (X,T ), with inputs from C1(X) for link and Yoshikawa diagrams,
and from C2(X) if we work with knotted surface diagrams. f takes values in an
abelian group A written multiplicatively. Let C denote an (X,T )-coloring of a
link or Yoshikawa diagram D on a compact oriented surface F (or on a plane),
or a coloring of a knotted surface diagram D in R3. For such C, and a classical
crossing or a triple point τ , let cp(τ, C) denote the colored ascending path of τ ,
and let cD,C be the cycle assigned to the colored diagram D. Then we define the
cocycle invariant as the state-sum expression
Φ(D, f) =
∑
C
∏
τ
f(cp(τ, C))ǫ(τ) =
∑
C
f(cD,C),
where the product is taken over all classical crossings or triple points of D, the
sum is taken over all (X,T )-colorings of D, and ǫ(τ) denotes the sign of τ . The
value of Φ(D, f) is in the group ring Z[A].
Lemma 5.11. If D denotes a link diagram (on a compact oriented surface F ,
or on a plane), then Φ(D, f) is not changed by Reidemeister moves. If D is
a Yoshikawa diagram (on a compact oriented surface F , or on a plane), then
Φ(D, f) is an invariant under Yoshikawa moves. If D is a knotted surface diagram
in R3, then Φ(D, f) is not changed by Roseman moves. Additionally, in all these
cases, cohomologous cocycles give the same Φ(D, f).
Proof. The coboundary δ is defined via (δf)(c) = f(∂c). If cD,C is a cycle assigned
to a colored diagram before the Reidemeister, Yoshikawa, or Roseman move, and
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c′D′,C′ is for the diagram after the move, then we have already proved that cD,C
and c′D′,C′ are homologous. Thus, cD,C − c
′
D′,C′ = ∂d, for some d, and
f(cD,C)f(c
′
D′,C′)
−1 = f(∂d) = (δf)(d) = 1.
It follows that
Φ(D, f) =
∑
C
f(cD,C) =
∑
C′
f(cD′,C′) = Φ(D
′, f).
If f ′f−1 = δg, then
f ′(cD,C)f(cD,C)
−1 = (δg)(cD,C ) = g(∂cD,C) = g(0) = 1.
Therefore, Φ(D, f ′) = Φ(D, f). 
Example 5.12. Up to isomorphsism, there are two two-element knot-theoretic
ternary quasigroups, KTQ2,1 = ({0, 1}, T1) and KTQ2,2 = ({0, 1}, T2), where
xyzT1 = x+ y + z (mod 2),
and
xyzT2 = x+ y + z + 1 (mod 2).
Both are examples of knot-theoretic ternary groups (see [23] for an algebraic
analysis of such ternary groups, with application to flat links). Note that due
to working modulo 2, for both KTQs the divisions L, M, and R are the same
as primary operations. We will now calculate H1N (KTQ2,2;Z). Let χ denote the
characteristic function
χx(y) =
{
1 if x = y
0 if x 6= y.
Then each n-cochain f can be written as f =
∑
x∈Xn+2 Cxχx for some coeffi-
cients Cx, where the sum ranges over non-degenerate (n+ 2)-tuples. Recall that
the degenerate tuples are the ones containing a, b, abbR on three consecutive
coordinates, for some a and b, which, in case of KTQ2,2, translates to
a, b, a+ b+ b+ 1 = a+ 1.
To find conditions for the coefficients Cx, in the case when f is a 1-cocycle, we
first look at the values of f on boundaries of non-degenerate 4-tuples (we are also
removing degenerate triples in calculations):
f(∂(0, 0, 0, 0)) = f(−(0, 1, 0) − (0, 0, 0) + (0, 0, 0) + (0, 1, 0)) = 0,
f(∂(1, 1, 1, 1)) = f(−(1, 0, 1) − (1, 1, 1) + (1, 1, 1) + (1, 0, 1)) = 0,
f(∂(0, 1, 0, 1)) = f(−(0, 0, 0) − (0, 1, 0) + (1, 0, 1) + (1, 1, 1)) = 0,
f(∂(1, 0, 1, 0)) = f(−(1, 1, 1) − (1, 0, 1) + (0, 1, 0) + (0, 0, 0)) = 0.
It follows that
C(0,1,0) + C(0,0,0) − C(1,1,1) − C(1,0,1) = 0,
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Figure 20. The (shadow) quandle coloring rule.
and if we set x = C(0,0,0), y = C(0,1,0), and z = C(1,0,1), then f can be written as
f = xχ(0,0,0) + yχ(0,1,0) + zχ(1,0,1) + (x+ y − z)χ(1,1,1)
= x(χ(0,0,0) + χ(1,1,1)) + y(χ(0,1,0) + χ(1,1,1)) + z(χ(1,0,1) − χ(1,1,1)).
Now we compute coboundaries of the characteristic functions in lower dimension.
δχ(0,0) = 2χ(0,0,0) − 2χ(0,1,0),
δχ(0,1) = χ(0,1,0) + χ(1,0,1) − χ(0,0,0) − χ(1,1,1),
δχ(1,0) = χ(0,1,0) + χ(1,0,1) − χ(0,0,0) − χ(1,1,1),
δχ(1,1) = 2χ(1,1,1) − 2χ(1,0,1).
In H1N (KTQ2,2;Z), we can write
f = x(χ(0,1,0) + χ(1,0,1)) + y(χ(0,1,0) + χ(1,1,1)) + z(χ(1,0,1) − χ(1,1,1))
= (x+ y)χ(0,1,0) + (x+ z)χ(1,0,1) + (y − z)χ(1,1,1)
= αχ(0,1,0) + βχ(1,0,1) + (α − β)χ(1,1,1)
= α(χ(0,1,0) + χ(1,1,1))− β(χ(1,1,1) − χ(1,0,1)).
It follows that H1N(KTQ2,2;Z) = Z× Z2.
5.1. Comparison with cocycle invariants from the third quandle coho-
mology. Knot-theoretic ternary quasigroups and quandles are universal-algebraic
structures with a common root: the fundamental group of a knot complement.
Quandle colorings in their basic version are colorings of arcs of a knot diagram,
but they can also be extended to colorings of regions, although in such case a color
assigned to a given region determines the colors of all the other regions [12, 18].
Such extended colorings are called shadow colorings, and give cycles in the third
quandle homology [8, 9]. The following notion is important in our considerations.
Definition 5.13 ([8]). Let D be a knot diagram on a compact oriented surface F .
Then the fundamental shadow quandle SQ(D) is defined using presentation as
follows. The generators correspond to over-arcs and regions of D. The relations
are defined for each crossing as in ordinary fundamental quandles (Fig. 20), and
at each arc dividing regions. Specifically, if a and b are generators corresponding
to adjacent regions such that the normal points from the region colored a to that
colored b, and if the arc dividing these regions is colored by c, then we have the
relation b = a ∗ c (Fig. 20).
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Figure 21. A knot diagram on a torus with symbols for genera-
tors of SQ(D) and KTQ(D).
Two diagrams on F that differ by Reidemeister moves on F have isomorphic
fundamental shadow quandles. The shadow colorings using a quandle Q can be
regarded as quandle homomorphisms from the fundamental shadow quandle to
Q (see [8]).
Although we will not make any general statements comparing SQ(D) toKTQ(D),
it is relatively easy to find examples of links on surfaces for which SQ(D) col-
lapses (basically because of the first quandle axiom a ∗ a = a, for all a), and
KTQ(D) together with cohomological invariants retain useful information. Here
is one such example.
Example 5.14. Consider the oriented knot diagram D on a torus depicted in Fig.
The symbols of SQ(D) generators assigned to arcs are x, y, z, and the symbols of
generators assigned to regions are A, B, and C (we will use them for SQ(D) and
forKTQ(D)). The quandle relation x∗x = y implies x = y, and z∗y = z∗x = x is
equivalent to z = x∗¯x = x, where ∗¯ denotes the inverse quandle operation. Thus,
x = y = z, and at this point we can say that for any coloring with any quandle Q,
the associated cycle in the third quandle homology (and the cocycle invariants)
will be trivial. Indeed, the chain assigned to any colored crossing will have the
colors of the under-arc and the over-arc on two consecutive coordinates, and since
they are the same, it will be a degenerate chain. We can finish calculating SQ(D):
A = A ∗ x = B, and C = A ∗ y = A ∗ x = A. Therefore, SQ(D) can be presented
as having two generators: x and A, and one relation A ∗ x = A. Such SQ(D)
is the same as SQ for the meridian loop. KTQ(D) has generators A, B, C,
and relations A = AABT , A = ABCT , and B = AACT . The signed colored
ascending paths are: (A,A,B), −(A,B,C), and −(A,A,C). Let us use KTQ2,2
with the cocycle φ = χ(0,1,0) + χ(1,1,1) that was a part of the general cocycle f in
Example 5.12. There are two colorings of D with KTQ2,2. The first is given by
the assignment A 7→ 0, B 7→ 1, and C 7→ 0, the second is described by A 7→ 1,
B 7→ 0, and C 7→ 1. Taking into consideration that for both colorings (A,A,B)
yields a degenerate chain, the cycles assigned to the colored diagrams are
c1 = −(0, 1, 0) − (0, 0, 0), and c2 = −(1, 0, 1) − (1, 1, 1).
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Now we see that the KTQ cocycle invariant Φ(D,φ) = −t2, where t denotes the
generator of Z in the multiplicative notation. This nontrivial value of the cocycle
invariant distinguishes D from some other knots on the torus, including the ones
with crossingless diagrams. We note that because the divisions in KTQ2,2 are the
same as the primary operation which is very simple, there is no difference between
coloring of a crossing and the coloring of its mirror image. The distinction between
crossings is made at the level of colored ascending paths. An example that detects
the presence of crossings in D on the level of colorings is a three-element KTQ
({1, 2, 3}, T3) that we will describe with the primary operation multiplication
cube. The multiplication cube can be sliced into the following three matrices,
each matrix for a fixed first coordinate of xyzT3. For example 123T3 = 2 and
231T3 = 3.
1yz 1 2 3
1 2 3 1
2 3 1 2
3 1 2 3
2yz 1 2 3
1 1 2 3
2 2 3 1
3 3 1 2
3yz 1 2 3
1 3 1 2
2 1 2 3
3 2 3 1
There are no colorings of D using ({1, 2, 3}, T3), and that distinguishes D from a
diagram with no crossings, for which the number of colorings is 3|R|, where |R| is
the number of regions of D. It also shows that KTQ(D) contains this information
as well.
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